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This paper describes the architecture of a Voice I/O
evaluation system designed around the Standard bus. Four
speech synthesizers and a'speech recognition modules are
described. Finally, the application of the Voice I/O
evaluation system to the control of radios in a military
jet aircraft is discussed.

INTRODUCTION

In the last two years, there have been an increasing
number of requests for projects about the application of
voice input/output technology. It all started when sec
tions of the department of defence first requested
information about speech intelligibility. Then sections

,requested demonstrations of different speech techniques,
and "finally they, requested an evaluation unit so they
could test a particular applicati~n. Some applications
were static applications where the evaluation unit was
not moved around while other applications needed a small
portable unit' that could easily be carried around. It
was with these criteria in mind that we designed an
evaluation unit. '

An evaluation system has three desirable qualities:
it should be flexi~le, easy to use and inexpensive.
Ideally it should also be small and easily transport
able. The proposed speech evaluation system is designed
around a bus widely used within industry: the Standard
Bus (STD) Bus. This bus was selected because it can
acc01Dodate most S-bit microprocessors, its boards have
small physical dimensions and the're is a wide diversity
of functionnal boards available.

THE STANDARD BUS

In the mid 60' 8 a group of manufacturers decided

upon a system bus architecture which would be sui table
for industrial applications. The result of their work is
a bus description covering electrical, mechanical and
communication specifications. Any manufacturer can
produce a component ranging from a simple board connector
to a microprocessor board that can be fully compatible
with products from all the other manufacturers. As an
example, 25 manufacturers of CPU modules produce over 60
different CPU boards.

Briefly, the STD' bus can accomodate most 8-bit
microprocessors (S085, Z80, 6800, 6809, 6502 etc.) and
even S-bit versions of the more powerful16-bit micro
processors like the 68008 and the 8088. ,The 56-pin bus
is divided in five groups: 8 pins for the data bus J 16
pins for the address bus, 22 pins for the control bus and
6 pins for the logic power bus and 4 pins for the
auxiliary power bus. The power bus can accomodate both
digital and analog power distributions. All digital
signals on the busses are TTL compatible. Physically,
the boards are small: 16.5 cm by 11.4 em (6.5" by
4.5"). In addition to the wide diversity of CPU boards
there is a wide variety of support modules: RAM, EPROM,
EEPROM, bubble memory, Analog to Digital (A/D) converters
and Digital to Analog (n/A) converters, digital Input/
Output port s, serial communicat ion ,interface etc. The
modules can be purchased separatly or as' a development
system with floppy or hard disks.

DESCRIPTION OF THE VOICE I/O EVALUATION SYSTEM

The voice input/output evaluation ~system is composed
of the following modules: a microprocessor board, a
memory board, a# serial communication board, a speech
recognition board and an application board. Figure 1
illustrates the architecture of the evaluation system.
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Figure 1: Architecture of the evaluation sY$tem
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The ~icroprocessor module

The microprocessor module uses ~n 8-bit 6809
CPU developped by Motorola. As mentioned before,
most 8-bitCPU are available on STD bus boards, the
6809 was selected because of its powerful
instruction set and ,also because of previous
in-house experience with Motorola's CPU and
interface circuits. The CPU board, as illustrated
in figure 2~ holds a 24-pin socket that can be used

Figur~ 2: CPU Module

to accomodate a 2-Xbyte scratchpad RAM, lnother
24-pin socket is avai labieto accomodate ,a 2-Kbyte
EPROM. This EPROM can be used to store the
application program. ~

The serial ·communication module

The serial communication module can be used to
c"onununicate with a host computer, a terminal or a
ptinter. During the development phase,a host com
puter can be' used to communicate with the STD bus
modules, during field application a terminal can be
used, as a, device to monitor the experiment. It must
be meritionned that it is not mandat~ry to use a ter
minal during field testing since the application
program can be written in such a way that the evalu
ation system operates by itself.

The speech synthesizer modules

In order to evaluate different speech synthesis
techniques, four modules were designed and assem
bled. A first module, illustrated in figure 3, uses

Figure 3: PCM Module
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the Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) technique. It is
designed in-such a way that 8pe~ch can be digitized
and synthesized at three different sampling
frequencies: 4,6 and 8 KHz. The module i,s built
around an analog to digital converter (A/D) used to
digitize the speech signal and a digital to analog
converter (n/A) to restitute the 8pe~ch signal. A
pair of low-pass fi1 ters (MCI45414) are used to
filter undesirable noise. The second module uses a
Continuously Variable-Slope Delta (CVSD) modulation
circuit, the 'HC-55564, manufactured by Harris
Semiconductor. The module can encode speech at
different bit rates since it is equipped with an
on-bo~rd clock sampling circuit. It is also
equipped with a pair of low-pass filters identical
to the PCK module. A third speech module,
illustrated in figure 4, uses the Linear Predictive

Coefficient (LPC) speech processor TMS5220
manufactured by Texas Instrument. The module can
work in two operating modes. First the 5220 speech
processor can synthesize speech by reading the
coefficients stored in a 128 Kbit-ROM designed by
Texas Instrument, the Voice .Synthesis Memory
TMS6100. The TMS5220 Speech Processor may directly
access up to 16 TMS6I00 circuits with no external
hardware requir~d. Such an arrangement would,
provide about 30 minutes of speech. The second
operat ing mode allows the h'ost processor to fetch
from its own memory the vocabulary to be
synthesized. The inconvenience of the second
approach is that the host CPU must service the
speech processor by performing a series of read and
store of the LPC coefficients at a rate of
approximat ly 1200 bits per second. Inversely, in
the first approach, the host processor is
interrupted only when the speech processor has
completed the synthesis of a Word or a ,frame.
Finally, the last speech module uses the CMOS SSI
263 phonetic speech synthesizer circuit manufac
tured by Silicon Systems. It cab be operated in
two' modes. At low bit rate, the speech quality is
comparable to the speech produced by the Votrax
SC-OlA chip. In this operat ing mode the bast'
processor only transmits the codes for the individ
ual phonemes to be synthesized. This ~xplain8, a
low bit rate of approximatly 70 bits per second.
In the second operating mode , it is 'possible to
dynamically program the content of the registers
of the 263.

The circuit has a. set of five 8-bit registers
that allow software control' of speech rate, pitch
movement rate, amplitude, articulation index, vocal
tract filter response and phoneme selection and

, duration. In the second operating mode, the 'bit
rate can be approximatly 400 bits per second.
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All the communications between the speech
recognition module and the STD microprocessor 6809
are don'e using a 'parallel interface circuit
developped by Motolola: the 6821 Peri pheral
Interface Adapter (PIA.) • The. cOl'DDunication
protocol is simple, each time a processor wants to
talk to the other processor ·an interruption is
generated. As an example ,when the host processor
(6809) want·s the speech recognition to perform a
sel f-test, it interrupts the 6803 processor t

through the PIA, then sends the appropriate data to
ini tiate a sel f~te8t coumand, Once the 6803 has
completed ts.he self-test sequence, it interrupts the
6809 and reports the status of the speech
circuitry.

. Fot. our purposes, we have used only two RAM
circuits to store the reference. templates. This
means that we can accomodate 50 words of
vocabulary. This was felt to be quite acceptable
for our field evaluations.

The experiment~ will evaluate three radio
selection ,cenarios: manual control using visual
feedback, manutl control using synthesized speech
feedback 'and thirdly voice control using synthe
sized speech feedback. It is not the intention of
this experiment to evaluate the performances of the
speech recognition module. The goal i. to evaluate
the fea.~bility of such an approach.

In the CT-133 jet aircraft, radios are
controlled through remote controllers. These
controllers are located i,n the nose of the

circuitry. As shown in figure 5, the analog signal
coming from a microphone is first ampl ified by a
programmable amplifier then 8. speech equalizer
compensates for the roll-off. The signal is then
fed to a 16-band audio spectrum analyzer, the
ASA-16 developped by. Interstate. An a-bit analog
to digital converter digitizes the signal coming
from the ASA-16 analyzer. All those operations are
performed under the control of an 8-bit
microprocessor the 6803 operating at a frequency of
2 Mhz. Once the signal has been stored in RAM, the
6803 performs the operations related to the
training or ..the r~cognition 0_£ worps, All the
algorythms to perf0rtll these operat~ons are stored
on a 4-Kbyte EPROM. Tb~, firmware is composed of a
set of 16 commands: a self-test command checks the
RAM circuits and the audio spectrum analyzer.
Evidently, if this test is successfull, it implies
that most of the digital are operationnal (CPU,
address decoders, EPROM ••• ). The train command
creates a template of 67 bytes per word' of
vocabulary, the recognize command puts the system
in an active mode where each spoken utterance will
be given an· ident i fication number and a hit~ score.
Finally, a set of utility commands 8+lows the
designer .to modify parameters such as the input
amplifier gainh the reject threshold. The
templates generated during a training session can
also be saved and retreived using the
upload/download commands.

The application module

The speech evaluation system is presently used
in a project to control radio frequency selection
aboard a military jet aircraft. Ideally, essential
cqntrol. and displays. are .int-elligibly pos~
t10nned, Bowever~pace llmltat10ns often make th1S
impossible to achieve. This is particulary true ~n

,old aitcraft like the CT-133~ wnere additionnal
avionic. sy8tems hav'!Ie been aq,.ded to meet new re
quirements.

. I,

~~~~~

The speech recognition module is built around
the Voice Recognition Chip set, ~RC100-2,

manufactured by Interstate Electronics Corporation.
Th~ chip set consists of a l6-channel audio spectrum
analyzer, the ASA-l6, and a memory circuit, an
EPROM, containing the processing algorythms. Figure
5 illustrates the bloc~ diagram of the speech
recognition module: the 'circuit has been assembled
on two STD bus boards (see figure 6), one board for
the analog circuitry and one board for the dIgital

The speech modules have t\lJO common features.
First, each speech synthesizer circuit is interfaced
with the host CPU (6809) through an identical
circuit: a Peripheral Interface Adapter (PIA)
chip. Second, all speech module have two outputs:
a low level output that can drive an amplifier and a
high level output that can deliver, using an LM-386
chip, one watt to an 8-ohm speaker.

Figure 6: Speech recognition module

Another feature of the 263, that the SC-Ol did not
bave, is an additionnal set of pbon~me8 that allows
the 263 to synthesize speech not only in English but
in French and German also.

STDIl.5

Figure 5: Speech recognition block diagram
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aircraft. The application module. in this case,
is a card composed of a parallel port circuit, the
PIA, and line receiver circuits. These line
receivers ~are electronic devices that are used as
interface circuits between the remote controllers
and the PIA. They change the voltage levels of the
signals coming from the controllers to signals that
are compatible to the PIA. There are two radio sets
in this experiment: a UHF and a VHF. The VHF
remote controller ~$ends its data in parallel, the
data is encoded using the Binary Coded Decimal (BCD)
code. The UHF remote controller sends its data as a
serie of 32-bit data train to the PIA of the
application module. . It is up to the host CPU to
collect and decode that information.

CONCLUSIONS

The Voice I/O evaluation system will provide the
experimenter with a flexible J portable tool to evaluate
potential voice applications. The system has been
designed in such a way that any type of speech
synthesizer can easily be 'interfaced to the system.
Also, the experimenter can ~dd other functions to the
system. For example, a stress level monitor can be
ihterface to the application module.
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To hear more about how our Voice Information
Network can enhanceyour business. visit IOCS
at Speech Tech '85. Booth #29.
Voice Information Networks•••the solution that
apeake for Itself.
400 Totten Pond Rd.
Waltham.! MA 02254
(617) 89u·2299
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It used to'be that the onlyway toaccess Information
from a computer was to have a terminal yourself.
Now thanks to IOCSVoice Informatlon Networks,
all you need is a telephone to bring your business
and your customers closer together.
Rnanc!sl Services, Transportation Services. Social
Services, and Weather Applifatlons are just a few
oftheareas Inwhich lOGShasalreadydemonstrated
how Voice Information Networks can stream((ne
business, Improve customer service, and reduce
operating costs.
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